Advent 2009

This series of banners was conceived as a graphic homage to classic nativity artwork and stained glass, with a collage
texture to hold it all together. I found many wonderful compositions and poses among classic paintings from the many
centuries of art history. Virtually every great artist was commissioned to do a nativity during their lifetime. In fact it is
so popular a theme that it's difficult to create anything new with any sense of freshness about it. So, I drew visual "quotations" from these great painters and created a completely new composition with all of the figures in the "Portraits
of Christmas" sermon series.

As I worked on this for several weeks, I was struck by the presence of angels in every part of this story, so I worked
figures of angels into each banner. I love how God's great plan of incarnation was a surprise to the heavenly creatures
as much as the earthly. I also chose to incorporate as backgrounds, a series of collages I had been working on this year.
I love how this great story was recorded for us by an ancient people, and was continuously retold in many languages
-- in stone, on papyrus, parchment and then paper. I layered these torn fragments with very irregular edges and beautifully-hand-penned script, in Hebrew, Greek and other ancient languages to create these collages.
-- Geoff Isley

The Light of Christ, 2005–2008
These “Candle” advent panels hanging at the front of the sanctuary were created in 2005 as
a collaborative art project by Polly McCann, Susan Getty, Bonnie Prior, and Geoff Isley.

Each candle is made up of many symbols and images which help us think about the themes
of Advent as we wait for the birth of Christ. The 2005 Advent sermon series gave the theme
of "the Light of Christ", so the imagery is about what His light reveals to our eyes.

These “candles” hang before a lustrous field of heavenly gold which dominates over the comparative dark of the earth. Gold, of course, is a precious metal, but its beauty also consists of
its reflective quality. Light is reflected from various sources, but it always reveals something to
our eyes that we could not otherwise see.This mixing of heaven and earth is what Christmas
is all about!

Final Christmas Eve arrangement, with the later addition of christmas lights

Ancient Words, 2016

T his advent a group of Grantham artists brainstormed together to create a new piece of artwork for the sanctuary

based on the sermon series Ancient Words. Pastor David gave us some of the Hebrew words he would be preach-

ing about, and we played with visual ways to portray these prophesies. We arrived at this idea of a “word cloud.”
You’ll see a huge scroll — a section of the Great Isaiah Scroll from the Dead Sea Scrolls. During the Advent season

you’ll begin to see many words from the prophets, some are complete, some are just partial words, but they will
be revealed in time. And some of the words have special meaning in the Christmas story, but we will be asked to

reexamine how we internalize these words in light of the reality of Christ’s coming. Each week in Advent, another

portion of the word cloud will be painted in. Only on Christmas Sunday will the entire picture be complete. As a
way to emphasize the community aspect of our worship, various members will be helping with this painting.

— Geoff Isley, Bonnie Prior, Lynne Cosby, Gretta Owen

Lenten Panels, 2015

Other thoughts on Lent: When we are linked to Christ, our
case in God's court is already decided. Not that we're declared
innocent. No, we're guilty as charged, and never-theless forgiven.
Thoughts on the Thorns: On our Lenten journey Jesus him- How so? Jesus enters our case, stands in for us before The Judge.
self is now the center. His Easter replaces our forsakenness with He takes our sentence too, our place on the cross. In Christ our
fullness in our relationship with God. With that emptiness healed, court date with God — that's judgment day — is already behind
us. Call it Paradise. Today already! Incredible? No. It's worth bea new self comes to life on the inside.
lieving. He said so.
Our Lenten journey is not really us accompanying Jesus on his
way of sorrows. It’s the other way around: He walks the bramThe artwork in the sanctuary was created by Geoffrey Isley and
bled path of our way of sorrows— so that we might get to Bonnie Prior for Lent 2015.
Easter.
Thoughts on the Lenten Roses: Christ is at the center, the
blossoms symbolize our healing through Christ’s suffering – our
“new” self coming to life.

Lenten Panels, 2016

Lent presents us with another season of intentional mindfulness. We
have more than seven weeks to prepare our hearts for the passion,
sacrificial death, and resurrection of Jesus. The banners are meant
to be a visual reminder of something much larger than ourselves:
we will share — as a community — the experience of taking up our
cross.

There are 40 days of fasting in Lent — the number 40 is frequently
used in Scripture as a symbol of tribulation, testing, and sacrifice.
Christ was tempted in the desert for 40 days: Noah and his family
endured 40 days and nights of rainfall on the ark; Moses fasted on
the mountain 40 days and nights while carving the tablets; Goliath
taunted the Israelites for 40 days and nights.

Symbols of Christ and his life, passion, death and resurrection fill the
purple strips which are designed to represent our shared “calendar”
of fasting. The white boxes are the Sun-days when we do not fast.
The central Sunday is traditionally called Rose Sunday, and worship
was meant to be a more joyful break from our fasting.

These banners were created in 2011 by Geoffrey Isley. This year,
Geoff collaborated with Bonnie Prior to modify the banners and to
incorporate some new elements. This year, the visual art includes
dead “branches" with note cards containing the prayers of the congregation for their personal spiritual discipline and renewal in this
holy season.

